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THE ROTUNDA
VOL. LVII

LONGWOOD COLLEGE, FARMVILLE, VIRGINIA

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 27, 1981

NO. 7

Political Party Views Discussed
By JOE JOHNSON
Campaign posters whipped by
an autumn wind, danced around
by colored leaves and in the
background the faint rise and fall
of voices rhetorically altered to
catch the ear of the public. It's
election time again. The
candidates are Chuck Robb and
Marshall
Coleman
and
Longwood's political
organizations, the Campus
Democrats
and
Campus
Republicans, have taken their
part in the battle with a mock
election.
The result of the election which
was held Tuesday, Oct. 20,
outside the dining hall, was
Coleman with 179 votes and Robb
with 103 votes. However, neither
organization was satisfied with
the turnout and in hopes that,
possibly, they could clarify the
issues for Ixmgwood students,
they have consented to a dual
interview with both of them
outlining the ideology of their
candidate and debating specific
points of contention between the 2
candidates. Thomas Moran,
president of the Campus
Republicans, and David Oakes,
chairman of the Campus Democrats, represented the opposing
organizations.
DO - Oakes
TM — Moran
Rotunda — Could you basically
outline your candidate's position
on taxes?
DO — Robb has stated he will
lower taxes if possible, but he
does not promise to veto tax
increases as Coleman has,

because it may be necessary to
increase the taxes due to
Reagan's economic plans.
TM — The Reagan plan is not to
cut the amount of money going to
states; it's to cut the increase in
the amount of money that's going
to states. Marshall Coleman has
said that there will be no tax
increase in his administration.
Therefore, when the General
Assembly goes about financing
programs in the 1982 fiscal year
for some period in the future they
will not have the option of a
possible tax increase. The
Reagan tax plan is to reduce
taxes for Americans to invest and
save. What good will it do to cut
taxes on the federal level only to
have them raised on the state
level?
DO — Virginia has to move
ahead in several areas,
developing its coal industry,
dredging Chesapeake Bay to
make it navigable for larger
ships, solar industries . . . industries that will be on the rise in the
next few years, plus there may be
some unforeseeable event or
development that may come
about in the next few years that
will make it necessary to raise
taxes. Why should we take money
away from public education,
social programs like that, to
finance these new developments?
TM — As far as what David
said about dredging the port of
Hampton Roads, that is already
budgeted by the federal
government. Marshall sees that
there will be a cutback in the
amount of money that we would

have gotten due to Reagan's tax
plan, and has developed a plan to
meet this, he is going to cut the
number of state employees by 5
per cent through attrition.
There hasn't been one
statement made by Robb to show
how a Robb administration would
handle budget cuts — except that
he won't rule out a tax increase.
DO — Speaking of President
Reagan's planned tax cuts and
budget cuts, they are not going to
affect the states just through the
grants to the states, there is going
to be far greater impact in terms
of education, social services, etc.,
that the state will need to
compensate for. Virginia is a
constantly growing state and we
have to make allowances for that.
TM — The General Assembly
sets tax rates and the General
Assembly is dominated by
Democrats and we all know how
Democrats love to spend money.
Marshall Coleman has only said
that he'll veto a tax increase if it
comes to his desk, if a large
enough number of the members
of the House of Delegates vote to
override a Governor Coleman
veto, then a tax increase can still
go into effect and those
Assemblymen will take the full
brunt of that override. In rebuttal
to David's statement about
attracting industry and utilizing
new technology, it's a state with a
lower tax rate that will attract
this new business.
Rotunda — Could you outline
your candidate's position
concerning the criminal justice
system in Virginia?

The Bedford Gallery Is now featuring an exhibition entitled "A View of American Paintings from
Virginia Collectors." The exhibit will be shown until November 22,1981. The title of this particular
photograph is Rape Of The Usher.

TM — Marshall Coleman
supports uniform sentencing.
Uniform sentencing is a policy by
which all criminals convicted of a
certain crime will be sentenced to
the same amount of time in
prison and will stay there.
Although rehabilitation of
criminals is justified, the first
priority of law enforcement is to
keep the streets safe.
DO — Such a program of uniform sentencing would tend to
take the humanity out of the state
judicial system. You might as
well have a jury and a computer
up there instead of a judge. There
are certain incidences where
circumstances justify variations
in sentencing. As far as
sentencing goes, Robb supports
increased mandatory sentences
for persons convicted of
committing a crime with a fire
arm. Robb also believes that
Virginia should develop a
computer information system to
provide judges with detailed
information on types of sentences
being imposed for specific crimes
throughout Virginia. This would
encourage
uniformity
of
sentencing of offenders with
similar
histories
without
dehumanizing the Judicial
System.

sentencing is at least a step in the
right direction.
DO — First of all, uniform
sentencing is not a step, it's a
leap; it's not a gradualistic
approach, it's jumping in with
both feet. The example Tom gave
about a 9-year-old is not the only
place where compassion could
enter the judicial system. There's
a difference between a man's
stealing because he has to and a
man stealing for the fun of it.
There's a difference between a
man killing someone out of
passion and a mass murderer
who goes on a killing spree because he has nothing better to
do.
TM — David says that uniform
sentencing is a jump with both
feet, however, the uniform
sentencing plan must be
approved by the Democratic
General Assembly. David's
statement about a man who
steals because he has to -In
America, no one has to steal, the
Government will provide the
very basic nutritional and
housing needs of anyone who
needs it and accepts it. The
difference between a person
killing out of passion and a mass
murderer does not make any
difference at all to the dead
person.

TM — I think it's interesting
that David said that because of
DO — As Tom has said the
uniform sentencing you may as
uniform sentencing bill has to
well have a computer and a jury,
pass through the General
and then goes on to say that it's Assembly and they have failed to
Chuck Robb's position to use a pass that bill for the past several
computer to help bring about years.
more uniform sentencing.
Though there must be
Rotunda — Could you outline
humanity in the judicial system
humanity is what we're trying to your candidate's position
protect. Stricter laws and crime concerning education?
control are one of the
cornerstones of the Coleman
DO — Let's start with student
campaign. With Marshall
aid
for higher education.
Coleman's experience as
Attorney General (the state's top Marshall Coleman has embraced
legal office), we can better go President Reagan's budget plans
about improving our judicial including cuts in financial aid to
system under a Coleman students. Robb has spoken out
against this. He has also spoken
administration.
i ml in favor of increased state
DO — Concerning the computer student aid. The reason for these
system, in Robb's plan the judge views are that in Robb's opinion a
would still have the final say. The good education guarantees equal
sentencing would not be dictated opportunity in economic and
to him. The computer system is social advancement. Robb also
just a more efficient method of supports the concept (if having a
getting information to the judge. voting student representative on
the boards of visitors of the
TM — It seems to me that state's colleges and universities.
David and I are arguing opposite Robb also feels that the overall
ends of the spectrum. I no more educational system should be
would like to see a 9-year-old be upgraded. One way of achieving
sentenced to life imprisonment this would be to raise teachers'
than I think David would like to salaries to at least the national
see a mass murderer paroled
i Continued on Page 8)
after 3 years. I feel that uniform
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Campers Battle Elements
By BILL BRENT
Fall break is for most students
a temporary layoff from the
avalanche of academics. For a
chosen few it was living life with
nature in the George Washington
National Forest. For four days
students in PE 213 ascended
approximately 2,000 feet, on the
Appalacian trail, which is northwest of Lynchburg and east of the
Blue Ridge Parkway.

they watched sleet collect on
their sleeves. Camp was set up
between 4 and 5 p.m., the
inclement weather forced the
students to chemically induce
their campfire. Soon a silencing
snow fell on the pup tents of the
sleeping students.

After a leisurely early meal,
the campers departed and
embarked on a 12 mile hike north
on the Appalachain Trail up
On Friday October 2, 36 Maintop Mountain. Then Priest
students and 4 instructors Mountain was scaled and then
equipped with food, clothing, camp was constructed around 4
maps and other back-packing in the afternoon. That day the
paraphenalia began their group adopted a wild dog as a
journey. As the campers started stand-in pet, that accompanied
uphill a crackling wind swirled them for several days. Campers
around their faces slapping them abandoned the campsites around
with temperatures in the low 30's. 11 a.m. and back packed to a
They were climbing 8 miles up scenic view on Priest Mountain.
hill, their boots crushing the hail The next stop was 7 miles down
that pelted their bodies, while hill to the Tyre River and the

locale for another evening's
slumber. As the sun ascended
into the Carolina-Blue sky a bus
gathered the group and returned
them to campus Monday
afternoon. Fortunately there
were no casualties as very few
animals encountered, and one
camper suffered a mild ankle
sprain. Two campers strayed
away from the groups but
returned shortly. One group
misread their map and went the
wrong way but quickly
reestablished their location and
rejoined the others. They saw few
people on the trails but came
across a young woman who was
hiking alone from Pennsylvania
to Georgia. On Sunday LC
students were provided with
extra water by auto campers who
expressed concern of the
availability of the precious liquid
on the trail.

New Cast Chosen
ByG. HUGHES
Many students auditioned last
Monday and Tuesday for tryouts
in the play Arsenic and Old Lace
but only a third could be cast. Dr.
Patton Ix)ckwood is the director
for this play and says he is
delighted with the students in the
final cast.
Joseph 0. Kesselring wrote a
dozen plays but only one became
a major success, Arsenic and Old
Lace. His first show was done at
the Hudson Theatre in New York
in January 1941. At the conclusion
of its third year on Broadway, the
play had grossed a total of more
than $4,000,000. Brooks Atkinson,
a New York critic, said, "Joseph
Kesselring's Arsenic and Old
Lace turns murder into fantastic
comedy."
The play is about two eccentric
ladies who among their many
charities rent rooms to elderly
boarders. The rental agencies
refer these people there, but once
they arrive they are never seen
again. One of the ladies'
nephews, Mortimer, discovers a
dead body in the window-seat
which begins a sequence of
hilarious and dangerous episodes
that make up the play.
Some of the students cast in
this play have been on stage
before. They are: Frank Creasy

as Mortimer Brewster; Sherry
Forbes — Martha Brewster; Iisa
Magill — Abby Brewster; Tracy
Rice — Elaine Harper; Stuart
Grant — Officer Brophy; Tony
Russo — Officer Klein; David
Wood — Mr. Witherspoon; Ralph
Lemieux — Dr. Einstein, and
Mark Winecoff - Officer O'Hara.
The new students are: David
Brockie as Jonathan Brewster;
Ray York — Teddy Brewster;
Bob Mann — The Rev. Dr.
Harper; Jim Pittman —
Lieutenant Rooney, and William
Husky — Mr. Gibbs.
Frank Creasy, who graduates
this December has contributed a
series of roles throughout his full
term here with the I^ongwood
Players and Alpha Psi Omega.
His first acting role was in
Cherry Orchard, directed by Dr.
Ix)ckwood, which started his
interest with the drama
department. Since then he has
played leading and supporting
roles in Hamlet, The Monkey's
Paw, Good Woman of Setzuan,
Carousel, The Mousetrap.
Barefoot in the Park, The Rimers
of Eldritch (performed in an
outdoor theatre in Ohio last
summer), Love for Love and now
his final role at Longwood,
Arsenic and Old Lace, also
directed by Dr. Ix)ckwood.

(Continued from Page 1)

Part) Views
Continued

i
rnoto by Alan Nuss
Fourth row: Steve Faison, Frank Dunalo, Bill Klink. Charlie Reed, Tony Xhema. third row:
Toby Shearer, Geoff White, Teri Politi, Aubray Huffman, Brian Wiglesworth, Bran Bickley, Carla
Seese, second row: Mr. Dave Jones, Dallas Bradner, Fred Birchett, and first row: Bob Bagnall, Kurt
Coffield, Lisa Caison, Lisa Romero and Dave (alder

average. Going back to student
aid, Robb opposes the proposal
currently under consideration by
the U. S. Congress to establish a
maximum family
income
eligibility requirement of 25,000
dollars for federally guaranteed
student loans. Any ceiling should
lake into account family size and
the number of family members
currently in college. If this
proposal were enacted it would
put the guaranteed student loan
out of reach of many Virginia
middle income families.

The Rangers Ride Again
Situation - The United States
of America is held hostage by
terrorists armed with a nuclear
weapon.
Mission — to ambush the
enemy terrorists en route to
Richmond, Va.
Unit — 20 logwood Rangers
under the direction of Captain
Stanford
Location — Fort Picket! where
the flowers never bloom and
man's best friend is a 155
howitzer. But the Rangers didn't
seem to mind, in fact, according
' ii (laplain Stanford the trip was a
real blast (so to speak). The
weekend long camp started on
Saturday with classes in survival
naming and the use of map and
compass for navigating in the
wilderness Their afternoon was
spent in preparing for the
"ambush" "which was a
completely hypothetical
situation," explained Captain
Stanford after a particularly
perceptive cadet asked, "is this
for real?"
The
Hangers,
besides
completing their mission, were
also treated to a close up view of
a Marine Artillery Unit located
dose to their campsite. After the

hard work and training, the moments of the trip was when
Cadets, never being ones to waste a young Ranger, eager for glory
energy, finished the night telling and brave to the end, killed a 6stories around a bonfire and foot black snake and proudly
munching on the only food carried the trophy back to the
available, "delicious Army C camp, knife clamped in teeth,
rations — regular culinary snake gripped in hand, proving to
delights," or at least that's what the world that a snake in the
hand is better than two in the
Captain Stanford says.
bush. Or is it a Ranger in the bush
One of the more entertaining is better than two in the class?

Ixragwood ROTC Cadets span water during the leadership
reaction course held in October.

TM — David said that Marshall
Coleman embraces the Reagan
plan. At first Chuck Robb did not
support the plan (Reagan's) then
after it was passed by the
Democratic
House
of
Representatives, Robb wrote a
letter stating that he supported
the measure. Now as election day
approaches Robb seems to have
changed his tune again. The
Reagan plan in cutting some
federal student aid is simply
stated — someone who pays taxes
in one part of the country,
including
middle
income
Virginians, should not have to
pay for the education of someone
in another part of the country
regardless of how rich they are.
Under the plan that is in effect
now, there is federal and state
money for those students who
need the money to go to college. I
might add that we're only talking
about governmental sources.
Anyone can get a loan from a
bank to attend college at a
reduced interest rate.
Members of the board of
visitors are in almost every
instance,
highly
trained
administrators, members of
academe
and
astute
businessmen. The idea of putting

a voting student representative
on the board of visitors without
first setting down even the
minimal standards needed for
choosing such a student, is an
insult to the intelligence of those
students whose vote Chuck Robb
is trying to win and to all those
who work to maintain the high
standards of excellence in
Virginia's
colleges
and
universities. I believe that the
results from the statewide
college mock elections help to
prove this point. As far as
teachers* salaries are concerned
Robb doesn't say where he's
going to get the money for these
salary increases.
DO — Of course there are going
to be requirements of some sort
for these representatives. Who is
more affected by the decisions of
the board of visitors than the
students themselves? So why
shouldn't one of their own be
allowed to vote on the matters
directly concerning them? It has
been demonstrated in the past,
especially here at Ix>ngwood that
the governing boards of colleges
can be unresponsive to student
needs.
TM — First of all, to be on the
Board of Visitors you must have a
great deal of knowledge about
finance and administration, to
administer a college, a
completed college education is
essential. Members of the board
of visitors must make long term
decisions and with the years of
experience, which college seniors
or juniors simply do not have,
these decisions would most
probably be, at best, inept. I think
students do have a lot of say in
how a college is run, Ixmgwood
included, however, the final say
must be made by those who truly
have the knowledge and ability to
make such decisions.

Your Turn
Poor Poster
Dear Editor:
To the members of the ASA
sorority, we find the poster
advertising your slave sale
offensive. It's not the actual
auctioning of human bodies, it's
the depiction of a black female
dressed in 1800's slave attire
complete with head bandana.
It's obvious that at this point in
time the posters can not be
removed from campus. However,
it's our hope that your auction
and poster does not continue to
poison the minds of students.
Perhaps you thought your
advertisement was amusing. But
your intended flippancy is a
reversion to the mentality of the
past that good old black folks just

love harmless humor.
As a college sorority there is
placed upon your shoulders a
great social responsibility.
Although there have been
changes in our society racism is
still an inherent part of the
America mentality. All social
responsive individuals have a
basic obligation to work for the
eradication of the mental
strictures of the American slave
experience. We hope that in the
future your sorority will exercise
discretion in your choice of
posters.
Thank you,
Alan Mack
Bill Brent
Arthur Nelson
Carleton White

Student Response
To whom it may concern.
I write this letter in reference
to your mediocre piece of so
called
poetry
entitled
"Oktoberfest: A Wishful Elegy."
I am amazed at how you
managed to cut down everything
about Oktoberfest in only ten
short stanzas. Personally, I think
that your elegy was in very poor
taste and simply reflects your
indifference to Longwood and its
students. I resent your
degredation of those people
involved in Oktoberfest. The
Green and Whites are by no
means dead; far from it. And if
you consider the 22 Oktoberfest
klowns dormant and the skits
boring, perhaps you would be
better off spending your time
someplace other than on
Longwood's
campus
on
Oktoberfest week end.
Your poem is an insult to those
who willingly gave their time to

C
<

promote color class and school
spirit. n is also an insult to the
rest 0f the Rotunda staff. I do not
consider the printing of profanity
at all professional, nor do I see
what purpose it served other than
to show your lack of a working
vocabulary.
T nate to think what alumni and
parents who see this publication
think of Longwood and its
journalism. It can only be seen as
a poor reflection on our school
an(j fti students. Perhaps, if you
spent a minute portion of the time
on this newspaper that the
students spent on Oktoberfest
preparations, you would have a
publication worth printing. If this
,s the best that the editors of the
Rotunda can come up with, then I
think Longwood could do without
\n\\
Vicki Mathewson
cc: Terri Swann, Dean's Office
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News Briefs
By BILL BRENT
WORLD
to a major Europe-to-U.S. drug
Hosni Muburak, the successor ring.
of Anwar Sadat, has arrested
nearly 250 people from a NATION
Robert Byrd, the Senate
"terrorist religious group" who
Democratic
leader, says he will
threaten Egypt's government.
While Syria has turned down a oppose the sale of AWACS planes
Saudi plan for Middle East peace to Saudi Arabia. His decision
agreement and urged plans to deals a blow to the survival of the
overthrow
the
Egyptian bill in the Senate.
president's new government.
Kathy Boudin, a radical in the
Weather
Underground, was
Leaders from 14 developing
nations and 8 industrialized captured and charged with
nations are in a summit in murder in a gangland holdup of a
Cancun, Mexico. Their objective Brink's truck with 1.6 million
is to start new negotiations on dollars. Her arrest ended an 11relieving world poverty. The 2 year search. Three others were
day conference has attracted arrested and charged with
such figures as President murder.
Reagan, Francois Mitterand,
The gross national product fell
Margaret Thatcher, Indira
0.6
per cent in the JulyGandhi and Jose' Portillo, plus
September
quarter. This was the
others.
second quarter in a row that the
Canadian police seized $160 figure dropped, signaling a
million dollars in Quaaludes and recession that is rocking the
arrested 3 suspects who belonged economv.

Campus Events
Trip Provides Activity
By ILONA WILSON
Seven Delta Sigma Phi
members and one counselor went
camping Friday and Saturday a
week ago at Goodwin Lake. With
them were seven students from
Prince Edward County. These
students come from broken
homes. Jay Poole, fraternity
president, borrowed tents and

sleeping bags from R.O.T.C. A
football game was planned for
Saturday afternoon. Jay, with a
smile, said, '"We hope to show
them a good time. We plan to do
this on an annual Basis." Jay felt
that the activity would be helpful
and healthy for the boys and a
worthwhile activity for the
fraternity.

Faces In The Yearbook

Due to student support, there Walk in, no appointment
will be faces in the 1981-82 necessary.
Please get your picture done
yearbook!
The
Lenox
photographer will be in the early in the week and don't wail
Honors Council room. Lankford, "till the last minute. This is going
from Monday to Thursday, Oct. to be a great yearbook - your
Dear Miss Mathewson:
26-29 from 8:30 a.m. to 12:00 and support says it all.
To begin with, the writers of the poem published ' 1:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. and Friday,
Thank You!
never assumed that it reached great literary standards. Oct. 30 from 8:30 a.m. to 12:00.
Pam Winder
We wanted to write a quick satire on events which we
consider juvenile at our college. We could have shortened or lengthened it, that is not the point. It certainly
For the second year, Alriia area, as well as faculty and staff
doesn't include everything I think is childish at
Sigma Phi fraternity will be are invited to use the services
Longwood, but it is a beginning.
providing transportation to the from noon until 5:00 p.m. on No\
I don't believe stating one's own independent polls. Voters in the Farmville 3. For information or scheduling
opinion reflects poor taste. What better place for it then
call John Todd at 392-8403.
in the editorial section? I am giving you the right as a
student to express your viewpoint just as I did. You Dear Everybody,
mere trifling servant ol this
seem to
I didn't want to do it! Jodi greater good, ever begin to deny,
You seem to think because I don't support many of made me — she really did! 1 was much less defy, the awesome
grace it portends "
the Longwood traditions, I am indifferent to Longwood just sitting there working She moved not her stance and
diligently on my Nigel Tranter
and its students. If I didn't care about Longwood, I article, when Jodi — God's said quietly, "Write or your life
would be totally apathetic. I feel that the two leadership manifestation of evil on earth — is the replacement." My spine
positions I hold on campus makes your statement of Satan, Beelzebub and Mephis- shriveled to jells and I began lo
indifference look ridiculous. Our traditions are i- topheles all rolled into one, came create the blasphemous stanzas.
So now you know. 1 am
mmature, outdated, and insult the intelligence of a looming over — casting her ashamed, disheartened, yea,
malicious shadows on my
student in the 80's. Excuse me, but I think college
innocent features beckoning me wretched lhat such sin should
students should be above clowns and balloons. I believe towards her. "I want your help befall me, I am disreputable I
loathesome
And
I am close enough to what is happening on campus to with this," she whispered in am
forevermore
I
shall
wear
this
ominous tones, "we are about to
make such remarks.
I would love to know what alumni and parents think destroy the spirit." I sucked in scar ol ignominy on mj heart as
my breath, my shoulders Hester did her letter.
of Longwood when they see this publication. Perhaps
Signed,
shivered tightly. "Never!" I
they understand journalism better than you. The fact of cried. "I shall never rebuke the
The Unpardonable Sinner
the matter is that I don't dislike an Oktoberfest holy name Ol Oktoberfest, the
Joe Johnson
celebration, but I think we could find more constructive
tradition, the colors! How can I.
activities to work so hard on. Your indifference to opposing opinions is the very attitude which alienates a
Longwood is a special place with many special
great percentage of the student body every year
people but changes need to be made to unify the student
because they feel there is no place for them to really
body focusing on a more appropriate school spirit foi
vent constructive, independent, creativity among the
click of the select few (commonly known as rah-rah's). the future.
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Norma French to Perform
By SUSAN BUTLEN
Wednesday, October 28, the
Performing Arts Series will
present the American soprano,
Norma French, in Jarman
Auditorium at 8 p.m.
A native of Indiana, she is both
actress and lyric coloratura
soprano. While earning her
Master's Degree at Indiana
University she studied voice
privately and eventually began
her career in light opera.
Her operatic debut as Gilda in
Rigoletto, with the New York City
opera, started her on her way.
Among her operatic repertoire,
she has also appeared on
television shows such as: The
Tonight Show, the Merv Griffin
Show, she also has her own talk
show aired on New York's
channel 5. She appeared in the
film, "Who Says I Can't Ride a
Rainbow," with Jack Klugman.
'Norma French will be a guest of the Performing Arts Series."
One of her most acclaimed
billings, "Some of My Best
unable to offer slides on those
Friends Like Opera" is designed
museums.
to attract those not particularly
The slides shown by Dr. Flynn
interested in opera.
come from her own personal
collection and that of the Art
Department. She says that her
for College
main problem in preparing the
lectures is that "there is so much
and Community material. I have to keep
By GAIL W. SHANNON
condensing down. It's a question
This semester the Longwood of selection. It takes me two days
Art Department is offering just to prepare for one lecture."
something new to both the college
When
presenting
each
and community in a series on the museum, Dr. Flynn works within
Great Museums taught by Dr. a time chronology. In her words,
Elisabeth Flynn. The series "I have to have a sense of
began on Oct. 13 and will end on development. I want to present as
Dec. 8. Eight lectures were broad a picture of the museum as
scheduled, one for each Tuesday, possible."
starting and ending with the
The Great Museums Series is
previous dates, in Bedford an "offering on the part of the Art
Auditorium.
Department to the community
The first lecture covered the and students. It is an experiment
Greek museums and the second in order to give the participants
covered the museums of Italy. exposure to the art world." Dr.
Future lectures will include Flynn says that the Art
France, Great Britain, hopefully Department is "exploring the
Russia, the Netherlands, possibilities of the Special Topics
Germany, Spain, and the United in the Visual Arts course" of
States; including the Va. which this series is the first.
Museum. Dr. Flynn stated that
The series is being offered as a
she hopes to cover Russia, but one credit course but anyone
because of the lack of good slides interested in the college or
from that country, she may be community is invited to attend.
Wfc

North Star Shines
ByKURTCOFFIELD
This wild foot-stomping band
from Northern Virginia put on a
show unequaled by any band seen
at Longwood this year. The fivepiece band included: Louis
Hager, piano-vocals; David
Besley, Bass-Vocals; Alan
Johnson, Acoustic-Electric
Guitar, Harmonica, Vocal; Paul
Goldstein,
Percussion-Vocals;
Jay Jessup, Pedal Steel Guitar,
Electric Guitar, Banjo.
North Star played a variety of
country and country-rock music.
They have recently put out their
own album, "Burnin' 'em up"
and played numerous cuts off it

including, "Redneck Hippie,"
"Waitin," "Play born to lose
again," and "9 to 5." Besides
playing their own music, North
Star also did some renditions of
popular
songs
including
"Straight From the Heart," by
Little Feat, and "Mamas Don't
Let Your Babies Grow Up To Be
Cowboys," by Waylon Jennings.
By the time the show was
scheduled to end the crowd was
up dancing and clapping. North
Star responded by coming back
out for an encore and proceeded
playing an old favorite,
"Satisfaction" by the Rolling
Stones.

'Great Museums'

FULL BEACH FESTIVAL TO

SUNDAY NOV. 8
AUGUSTA EXPOLAND

The Circus Rides to Town!

The world-famous Hanneford Circus will be performing in Lancer Hall on Tuesday, October 27th
for two shows at four and eight p.m. Adult tickets are $3.50 and student tickets are $1.50. The seven
generation circus is beaded by Tommy Hanneford. He has appeared in almost every major circus in
the U. S. before starting his own circus. Some of the acts featured are horse acts, clowns, magic tiger
routines, trapeze and elephant walks.

FISHOKVIUE, VA. EXIT 18 1^4

THE

FEATURING

THE

EMBERS CATALINAS
STEVE BASSETT
BILL DEAL BILL PINKNEY
AND THE

ANO THE ORKUNAL

Rhondels

Drifters

BEST OF THE BEACH MUSK SHOW WITH

BILLY & TIM
$100.00 SHAGGING CONTEST
Thte FMtivri Wi B. H*U IMU. TO EMUT* A Perfect Day Of

12*0 Noon Until - $9.00 Advance - $11.00 At The Door

Since tickets are not being sold on campus, tickets bought at the
door will also be 19.00.

DOUBLE FEATURE

Halloween Party
"i

'Terror Trip"
and
"i
Vault of
Horror"

CJ

i nn

LANKFORD BUILDING LONGInOOO COLLEGE
Soonsofsd by Decttrtmant (X At I and Sludenl Un«y>

FrM ^million with coitvmt

FREE FOOD 9-Midnite

Flowers For All
Occasions

Rochett's
Florist
PHONE
392-4154

EDISON
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Concert Choir Well Received

All photographers in the
Okoberfest section were taken
by Photography Editor Alan
Nuss.

By SARAH BISE
One event of Oktoberfest that is
widely anticipated is the annual
"Pops" Concert given by the
Longwood College Concert Choir.
This year the choir began their
program with a soloist, Glennis
Jeter, singing the opening verse
of "Send in the Clowns." As the
rest of the choir, which was
scattered throughout Jarman
Auditorium, began walking
toward the stage and singing
along with her. After all of the
members had reached their usual
position among their peers they
finished the opening number and
went on to "Can't Smile Without
You." This piece was followed by
a medley consisting of "Just The
Way You Are" and "After The
Love Has Gone."

The next phase of the Concert
began with Robin Moore singing
"Summertime." The solo was
followed by the song "Fame."
During this number members of
the Concert Choir performed a
cute routine that they had made
up to go along with this particular
song. This number was followed
by another solo "Out Here On My
Own," sung by Amy Mdlonible.
The program went on with the
Choir singing a special tribute to
John Lennon. The song.s
consisted of the ones he
performed during the days of
Beetlemania, such as: Ob-ta-Di,
Ob-La, Da, "Penny Lane," "With
A Little Help From My Friends,"
and ending with "When I'm Sixty
Four." Following the Beetles'

Medley. Iisa Bowers sang the
last solo in the program,
"Sometimes." The next two
songs were directed by the
president of the Concert Choir,
Marguerite Roller, and consisted
of "Evergreen" and "Ready to
Take A Chance Again." The last
complete song of the program
was "I Write The Songs" which
went directly into the middle
verses of "Send In The Clowns."
Thus, the Concert Clioir began to
exit the stage in the same manner
as which they first appeared. It
was during the exit that the
crowd really expressed their
delight with the 1981 Oktoberfest
"Pops" Concert, by giving the
greatest gift of all to the Concert
Choir, a standing ovation.
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Midway opens to Crowd
By GAIL W. SHANNON
A festive atmosphere prevailed
despite the overcast skies and
chilly 50 degree temperatures as
the Oktoberfest Midway opened
Saturday, Oct. 24 at 2:15 to a
large crowd of Longwood
professors, students, families
and friends. Strains of music
could be heard over the midway
as students of the Longwood
Concert Band offered selections
to entertain the Oktoberfest
participants.

The offerings from the booths
were varied and plentiful. Most
evident were the different types
of food and drink. The peanuts,
popcorn, and cotton candy were
reminiscent of a circus
atmosphere as were the clowns
that mingled with the crowd.
Other fare included bagels with
cream cheese, hotdogs, cookies,
cakes, pretzels, and candied
apples. Items for sale other than
food included such things as

plants, photographs, portraits,
Longwood tumblers, and mugs.
There were also several booths
which featured games and one,
sponsored
by
the
PreProfessionals, which offered
blood pressure readings. One of
the truly different games was
Wheelchair Bowling offered by
the Therapeutic Recreational
Organization. The participant sat
in a wheelchair while trying to
roll a ball to knock down the
"pins".

Color Class Skits
By KIM DIGGS
Jarman Auditorium was alive
Friday and Saturday nights with
the happy sounds of Oktoberfest.
Or. these two nights, the color
classes
presented
their
Oktoberfest skits, and the
Oktoberfest Klowns entertained
everyone with their many antics.
The program began with the
traditional German dance and
welcome, delightfully done by the
ushers. This was followed by the
introduction of each of the

Meisters: Dennis Southers,
Geistmeister, Michelle Lewis,
Festmeister, and Mary Yates,
Mittenmeister. Following a brief
acrobatic show by the klowns, the
Green-and-Whites presented
their skit, entitled "All Through
The Times." The theme of their
skit was the spirit of Joan of Arc
at logwood, and how it came to
be.
After a brief intermission, the
Klowns came back to entertain
the audience once more with

their acrobatic antics. On Friday
night, the Klowns succeeded in
building the pyramid, which was
cheered
with
thunderous
applause and much screaming.
The Red-and Whites were up next
with their skit, "I Wanna Be A
Clown," which brought the two
color classes together to form the
spirit of blue-and-white.The
program ended with the
members of both cast, the
members of Geist, and the
Ushers singing "Joan of Arc."
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IAA Heads Color Rush
Similar to television's "Battle
of the Superstars," Longwood
College held their annual
Oktoberfest Color Rush between
the reds and the greens on
Saturday in front of Stubbs Mall
at 10 a.m. in spite of the brisk
weather.
This event sponsored by IAA is
the first of three events which
permit the accumulation of
points towards the Longwood
Cup. President of IAA, David
Mitchell, and Field Supervisor,
Tim Lowery, conducted the
various games.
The first event which was won
by the greens, consisted of

running and eating a cracker
before whistling. The second race
where the reds were victorious
was the three-legged race. The
third contest where the reds were
triumphant again was the
toothpick and the lifesaver pass.
The fourth battle, the shoe race,
permitted a tie since the greens
defeated the reds. However, this
tie did not last long. The reds
were overwhelmingly successful
in winning the last three events —
the back to back race, the
wheelbarrel race, and the famous
mattress race where twenty
people lay on their backs on the
ground and pass the mattress
down the line using their feet as

their only source of movement
before running and standing on
top of the mattress.
At first the competition was
stiff, but after the fifth contest the
reds were victorious. The reds
obtained a total of 25 points while
the greens only managed to earn
10. Each event was well
organized and well run. David
Mitchell, President of IAA, said,
"I think that everything went
smoothly and I enjoyed doing this
since this is the first time ever
since I have been here at
longwood that I have actually
seen color rush because in
previous years I have been away
at baseball games."

Oktoberfest Follies
By TAMMY PORTER
The longwood College Catalina's proudly presented the
Oktoberfest Follies at Lancer
Hall pool in four live
performances on Saturday,
October 24, from 2:30 to 4 p.m.
The Catalinas, coached by
Nancy Andrews, performed five
separate routines including
Abstraction choreographed by
Judy Luck, Entertainment
choreographed by Mo Rogge,
Tranqullity choreographed by
Denise Goodie, The Beginning

choreographed
by
Chris
Tullington,
and Jammin'
choreographed by Beth Licari.
Each act displayed various water
movements as the swimmers
traveled from one end of the pool
to the other both above and
beneath the water's surface
having little time to breathe in
air.
The
second
routine,
Entertainment, presented by
Kim Guthrie, Beth licari, Judy
Luck, Laurie Stefaniga, Lynda
Stratton, Bemie Tonner, and

Frances Vavloukis, received a
standing ovation from a crowded
audience during their first
performance. Also, a pleased
applause was given at the
conclusion of each show.
As a special treat for
Oktoberfest, The Briarwood
Anenomes
of
Richmond,
Virginia, George-Anna Moris and
Minda Morgan, coached by Pam
Mayo and Mary Ellen Carter,
exhibited an
outstanding
production to highlight the show.
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Ozarks Conclude
Oktoberfest

By MIKE LYNCH
On Sunday night, the Ozark
Mountain Daredevils performed
before a sparse, but highly
enthusiastic crowd in Jarman
Auditorium. The A.I.R. band
started off the evening with about
50 minutes of music consisting
mostly of hit songs and some of
their own material.
The lack of a crowd was not so
much a handicap to the
performance side of the concert
as it was to the monetary side.
The Studenl
learly lost a
lot of money. The ramifications
of this, although presently
unknown, will probably affect
future SUN events. Hut the
people thai were there were great
spectators. Ozarks members,
j Lee stated that "the people
who were there really wanted to
come " He cited other concerts
where there was a full house, but
less crowd noise than this one
because the people were not
reallj enthusiastic "They just
came because it was something
to do," stated 11
Crowd size aside, both bands
played well. The A.I.R. band was
little repetitious when they
played their own music, but they
played a variety of popular songs
ranging from tunes like the
Eagles "Take It Easy" to the
Beatles "Back in the USSR,"
Another impressive aspect was
thai sometimes they played five
guitars al once, a rare sight on a
wood stage
The Ozarks concert was a
pleasant surprise. It was not
typical of their live album on
which the pace never really got
going. The music was various
and well chosen and the acoustics
wen- good.
Especially
appreciated by the audience were
many songs off their first album
such as "Chicken Train,"
"Slandin on the Hock" and
Wanna Gel to Heaven." It was
interesting thai many of the
members switched instruments,
including the drums and piano
Ihroughoul the concert. The
i rowd brought the band back for
iwo encores, ending the evening
as nicelj as possible.
The concert
was professionally staged and very well
run. The sound and lights were
as good as you can expect from a
150,000 dollar stage. The band
was pleased with the way the -

Longwood people worked and
indeed the Student Union people
were good. Possibly too good.
They kept catching the Rotunda
reporter sneaking around
Jarman looking for the Ozarks.

Student Art
Displayed
■r
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By ILONA WILSON
On Saturday, October 25, 1981,
the Annual Student Art Exhibit
took place in Bedford Art
building
and
grounds.
Demonstrations of pottery, paper
making, jewelry making, and the
spinning and carding of wool
were events of the day. The third
annual pot
extravaganza,
"Feats Of Clay," was also part of
the department's wide efforts to
support Oktoberfest. All the
money received from the selling
of the pots will go to purchase
new equipment for the students

use. All parents and students
were
welcome
to
the
demonstrations. The Showcase
Gallery in Lankford, was also
open and the work of Carol
Edmonson was showing and will
be showing through November 1,
1981. Mr. Randall Edmonson,
who was in charge of the day's
activities, said, "There are very
few times in the year that
students have the opportunity to
display skills and artistic results
at one time. This is an overview
of what's going on in the Art
Department."

i
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Energy
Savings Plan for Longwood

An intensive energy savings
plan is underway for tangwood.
Dr. Greenwood has assigned Dr.
William Peele, Mr. Roy Hill and
Mr. Melvin Moore with the task
of reducing our energy usage 25
per cent. Dr. Peele feels that this
goal is "achievable but ambitious
and will require the cooperation
of students, faculty and all other
employees."
Energy waste, which has
become a national concern has
been and continues to be a
priority on our campus. Signs
have been posted in buildings on
campus which show the
estimated energy cost of a
particular building during the
current academic year. The

energy saving team who will
direct this program is interested
in any creative and innovative
ideas the students might have to
help reduce electricity costs. Dr.
Peele continued that "through
cooperation everyone will
benefit. The cost of attending
college is rising because of the
expense of maintaining a college
is rising."
The program will use 1980-81
figures as a base of comparison
for 1981-82. This first year should
reveal the greatest amount of
change at 25 per cent. The years
following tend to be successful
between 10 and 15 per cent
reductions.
There will be a series of

LANSCOTT GIFT
SHOP
FRATERNITY & SORORITY
STATIONARY, MUGS &
DECALS, T-SHIRTS,
SLUMBER SHIRTS, SWEATERS.
FRATERNITY & SORORITY LAVALIERES

"SPECIALS ON LONGWOOD SWEAT SHIRTS'
408 HIGH STREET FARMVILLE, VA.
OPEN MON. SAT., 9 5
CLOSED WEDNESDAY MORNING

BE TAN IN 6-10 VISITS AT

SUN CITY

"QUICK TANNING SPA1

1 MINUTE = 1 HOUR IN THE SUN
LOCATED IN FARMVILLE SHOPPING CENTER

MON. SAT. 9-6

PHONE 392-5526

articles following the energy plan
to keep everyone informed on any
new programs which may be
started to reduce energy costs at
Ix)ngwood.

1. Weather stripping doors —
caulking around windows, stone,
brick.
2. College-wide check on size of
light bulbs and where they are
used inappropriately.
3. Monitoring and curtailing
over-lighting.
4. Repairing leaks in steam
tunnels.
5. Replacement and repairing
of steam traps.
6. Experimenting with a fuel
additive in agency owned cars.
7. Emphasizing preventive
maintenance practices.
8. Placing plastic covers on
windows
containing
airconditioners; plywood covers in
some cases.
9. Established an Energy Task
Force that meets weekly.
10. Campus Police cutbacks in
car patrol.
Energy Conservation Measures
Planned for 1981-82
1. Add heat controls in Hiner
Building, complete capital outlay
project on heat controls in
Grainger and West Ruffner.
2. Add additional steam traps
in Tabb and Cunninghams.
3. Insulate attic of dining hall.
4. Campaign to avoid waste of
energy — campus-wide.
5. Study telephone system for
possible savings. (Consultive
services)
6. Zone campus and assign
physical plant personnel to areas
with daily monitoring and
reporting functions. (Mr. Moore)
Energy Conservation Measures
We should Continue
Heating Season
1. Sel thermostats and other
control devices to maintain a
maximum temperature in heated
spaces of 68 degrees F. Room
temperatures must be checked

1981-82
with thermometers rather than
relying on the scales of control
devices. Reduce temperatures in
heating spaces to at least 63
degrees F when area is not
occupied or during sleeping hours
in residential facilities.
2. Blinds, shades, drapes, or
other window coverings should be
kept closed at night in order to
reduce the heat loss through
windows. Advantage should be
taken of the sun's heat by opening
window coverings to admit
sunlight when available.
3. It is imperative that windows
and outside doors be kept closed
when heating is required.
4. The use of supplemental
heating units, such as plug-in
electric heaters, should be
avoided.
Cooling Season
1. Maintain the temperature of
air conditioned spaces at not less
than 78 degrees F.
2. When spaces are not in use,
space temperatures shall not be
maintained below 83 degrees F.
by use of cooling cycle or
ventilating equipment.
3. Use lights only when
necessary as they add to cooling
loads.
4. Do not operate air
conditioning equipment in spaces
that are unoccupied for several
hours.

5. Keep outside doors and
windows closed when cooling
equipment is in use.
6. Blinds, shades, drapes, or
other window coverings should be
kept closed as much as possible
to reduce heat gain through
windows.
Vear-Kound
Lighting and Power

1. Lighting for ornamental
purposes will be discontinued or
reduced to allow for needed
security lighting only
2. Corridor and lobby lighting.
as well as in other areas, will be
reduced. I*unps or tubes will be
removed from fixtures wherever
it is possible to do so without
reducing the lighting levels below
established standards.
3. Ix)w energy consumption
lamps will be substituted in both
incandescent and flourescent
fixtures.
4. Persons must turn off lights
when leaving their work areas.
5. Report outside lights burning
in day to Physical Plant or
Campus Police.
6. Be alert to savings in water
usage: thousands of gallons ol
water are wasted each month by
excessive showering.
7. Cut back on increasing
number of electrical appliances;
particularly in residence halls.

SUPPLY

FARMVILLE. VA. 230O1
. OFFICE SUPPLIES
tnciu UTI OH
. OFFICE MACHINES
wuoiHonri
. OFFICE FURNITURE

WITH IIHUl

PORTABLE
TYPEWRITER
REPAIR

***

PHQNL 392 8147

Hatdeer
A FRIEND TO LONGWOOD COLLEGE
WE HAVE NEW HOURS TO BETTER SERVE YOU
NOW OPEN FRIDAY & SATURDAY NIGHTS
UNTIL 2:00 AM!
STOP BY WITH THIS COUPON FOR THE
"Best Eating In Town"

FIRST rv;
FEDERAL

1304 S. MAIN STREET
FARMVILLE

No-Service charge checking at First Federal Savings
Loan
Now- Free checking accounts at Farmville Branch Only
We are offering everyone 5V*% interest compounded
continuously checking accounts with NO minimum
balance and NO service charges.
Welcome Longwood College Students

MIDNIGHT MADNESS SPECIAL
■IG DELUXE, REGULAR FRIES & SMALL DRINK
ALL FOR $2.00
This coupon good only at HARDEE'S OF
Formville after midnight
Offer expires November IS. 1981.

• Call On First Federal Today *
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SPORTS
Rugby Wins Despite Absences
Neither bad knees, The Rolling
Stones or the New River Valley
Rugby Football Club could stop
the longwood College Rugby
Football Club from winning their
first game of the season,
defeating New River, 10-4,
Saturday afternoon.
Key players for both teams
were absent. longwood's Vaugn
Oipner was out with a knee injury
and Ron Gallohugh and Gary
Cunningham chose to attend a
Rolling Stones concert in Florida
instead of participating in the
game.
New River also
complained of absences of key
players and barely had enough
people to play the game.
The game itself started late
because of the delayed arrival of
New River. But when things
finally got settled, the spectators
were treated to a very physical
game. New River had some very
big players and made many hard
tackles. For longwood, the first
half was a process of "feeling
out." Some players had to be
brought up from the B team to
take the places of the absent
players and in such precise
formations as the scrum, where
timing is vital, these players had
to be adjusted to.
As a result of all this, the first
half ended in only a 3-0 Longwood

advantage, the points coming
from a Marty Nann field goal.
Both teams missed one field goal
and both threatened to score tries
at times. The game, as a whole,
was slowed down by a large
number of penalties, due to a
very efficient referee and the
inexperience of the opposing
teams. The referee, Doug
Bloomfield, plainly termed it "a
sloppy game." He cited
inexperience as most of the
reason for this especially noting
the fact that there was too much
talking on the field. But he was

Wh
TIM WHITE

Whitei Lancers
Win Tournament
longwood's top four golfers all
shot in the 70's and senior Tim
White (Richmond) took medalist
honors with a 73 as the lancer
golfers won the second Longwood
Men's Golf Tournament Friday
afternoon at Longwood Golf
Course by six strokes over second
place Hampden-Sydney.
White compiled a four-over-par
round despite a triple-bogie seven
on the final hole as Longwood
compiled a 305 team total.
Hampden-Sydney was next at 311
followed by Mary Washington
332, Newport News Apprentice
334 and Ferrum 353, Tiger golfer
Chip King was second behind

White at 75 along with George
Riefler of Newport News.
Ix)ngwood's Glen Bugg (Chase
City) and Robert Lichvar (Prince
George) both had 77's while
Bryant Reese (South Hill) ended
up with a 78 despite a slump on
the back nine. Bugg and Lichvar
tied for fourth place while Reese
finished eighth. Lancer Stan
Edwards (Bedford) finished in a
two-way tie for 10th with an 80.
The tournament concluded the
fall season for Longwood's men
golfers and Coach Steve Nelson
feels he could have another
strong team in the spring. The
tancers were 12-2 in match play
last season.

pleased with the fact that no
fights erupted and noted that the
players conducted themselves
well.
The second half was faster
paced and more wide open
probably due to the fact that what
the players learned in the first
half and discussed at halftime
they applied in the second half. At
one point, Marty Nann had the
ball lateraled to him in good
position with three men to evade.
He utilized good speed to lose the
first two defenders, breaking a
tackle in the process and faked
out the last man to score a try,
putting Longwood further ahead
7-0. The play that resulted in the
score started as a down-scrum at
mid-field and was probably
successful due to Geoff White
getting the ball out of the scrum
quickly and starting a succession
of very quick passes out to Nann
that caught most of the New
River players out of position. The
extra points attempt was no good
due to a technicality.
Longwood was back on the
offensive after the ensueing
kickoff and soon after, Kurt
Mueller kicked a long field goal
on a drop-kick, increasing the
margin to 10-0. They made a
couple
more
advances,
attempting but missing another
field goal before New River
finally got back on track and
advanced the ball back down to
Longwood's side of the field,
finally getting a try on a very
tough run through many
Longwood defenders. The extrapoints attempt missed and the
score was now 104.
All that New River needed at
this point was a try with the extra
points to tie the game up. After
Longwood got one good drive,
New River nearly missed getting
a try twice. They were deep again
and had a great chance to score
but time ran out, giving
Longwood the victory, 10-4.
This weekend, the Rugby
team's opponent is HampdenSydney. And maybe, if Gipner's
knee heals quickly enough and
the Stones don't play a concert,
the Club will be at full strength
for "The brawl."

Player of Week
Senior Mary King (Virginia
Beach) scored three goals in
Longwood's three games last
week and for her efforts, the
fourth year field hockey
performer has been named
Longwood College Player of the
Week for the period October 1623. The honor is chosen by the
Longwood Sports Information

MARY KING

Photo by Alan 1
Jerome Kersey had 40 points but his team lost by 2 points.

if

Two Longwood Field Hockey players in action last week.

Office.
Leading scorer and captain of
the Lady Lancer field hockey
team, King scored two goals in a
5-0
win
over
Virginia
Commonwealth Thursday. She
was a major force in the victory,
according to coach Bette Harris.
King has scored 12 goals this
season and has 18 for her career.
Only four players in Longwood
field hockey history have scored
more goals than the senior
Business major.
Also a standout in lacrosse,
King was the second leading
scorer on last year's Division III
state champion squad with 17
goals. She received honorable
mention to the Virginia teams at
the State lacrosse Tournament
last spring.
An outstanding prep athlete at
Kempsville High School, King
was captain of the field hockey
and soccer teams.
Mary is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Bernard King of
Virginia Beach.

loto by Joe Johnson

VOLLEYBALL TEAM FALLS
TO BRIDGEWATER
longwood's volleyball team
fell to Bridgewater Friday night
in an Eastern Division contest as
the Eagles look a 6-15, 15-6, 15-3
triumph. Coach Joyce Phillips'
team stands 7-6 overall and 1-2 in
division play.
This week longwood visits
Virginia Tech Tuesday night for
matches with the Hokies and
Concord (WV) before returning
home to host Sweet Briar
Thursday night at 6:00.

\
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SPORTS
Lady Lancer Netters Look ta hula rv
By RONNIE BROWN
Longwood's women's tennis
team has taken its lumps this
season due to youth and
inexperience, but first year coach
Carrol Bruce hopes this year's
experience will pay off in the
future. The Lady Lancers,
currently 1-8, posted their only
win over Ferrum 5-4 and were
edged by Christopher Newport 54, Saturday.
Bruce
has
only
eight
participants during the fall
season, but hopes that interest
will increase for the spring
season.
•I'm looking forward to spring
when I hope we'll have more
players." said Bruce. "I feel thai
i here are some good tennis
players here at Ix>ngwood who
did not participate this fall."
Ix)ngwood has faced tough
competition from AIAW Division
III opponents. For example,
Mary Washington lost only two
players from last year's team

which was ranked seventh in the
nation.
Coach Bruce's team of three
freshmen, four sophomores and a
junior has been forced to play
against more experienced
opponents. In one case this
season, an opposing senior was
paired against a Longwood
Freshman. The freshman was
Barbara Calhey.
Cathey, who played on the
tennis team four years in high
school, has played the top three
positions for longwood this fall.
She says that Coach Bruce
expects a lot from her players.
"After every match the players
write down what they learned,
why they learned, why they won
or lost, what they learned from
the opponent and what they have
IO work on," said Cathey.
The players are expected to
keep a record on their running
each day in addition to the three
hours of practice. During the
season and off-season the players

also are involved in a weight
training program.
Calhey proclaims that these
programs are beneficial to the
athletes, but there is no substitute
for on the court practice.
"I can do better if I practice.
Everybody on the team will
improve with practice", she said.
Coach Bruce feels that Cathey,
Pam Cauley and Leslie
Robertson have a lot of potential.
Other team members are Jenny
Fisher, Terri Justice, Donna
Casper, Cindy Meredith and
Holly Green.
The tedy I oncers may not
have an impressive record this
tall, but with the combination of a
hard working coach and
dedicated players, Longwood
may have a team worth shouting
about in the future.

..

Laps for Lancers" Raises
NearU $6,000

tengwood's first major fund
raising project for athletics, a
walk-jog-a-thon billed as "teps
for
the
Lancers",
has
accumulated $5,838.35 in pledges
as of Tuesday, October 20.
Sponsored by the longwood
College lancer Club, "teps for
the tencers" was held Saturday
morning on a .4 of a mile layout
adjacent to the Longwood
campus. One hundred and four
participants completed as many
laps as possible in one hour with
varying amounts of money
pledged for each lap completed.
tengwood's interim Director of
Athletics Carolyn Hodges was
pleased with both the turnout of
participants and the amount of
money raised.
•I'm very pleased with the
W omen (folfer* ,'Jpcl response," said Hodges. "It was
a cooperative effort involving
Longwood
finished
a
many different people. It was
disappointing third in the 12th
especially pleased with the
VAIAW State Women's Golf
prevailing atmosphere Saturday.
Tournament at Keswick Country
The
participants
were
Club near Charlottesville which
encouraging each other and
was held Thursday, Friday and
having a good time.
Saturday. James Madison (996)
"We have had a lot of positive
was the champ while William &
comments," she continued.
Mary 110001 was second.
"We're looking forward to next
The I^ady I oncers were in
year when we hope to have even
'he thick of things with scores of
more participants."
331 the first two rounds, but a
Hodges thanked the Lancer
final round 345 proved costly,
Club, in particular, for its
tengwood finished with a 1007
support. Nineteen tencer Club
lotal as
Robin Andrews
members participated and raised
(Woodlawni carded an 82-80-81in excess of $1,500. Eighty-five
243. Andrews tied for second
Fhoto by Alan .Nuss
athletes also walked or jogged.
A Longwood tennis player warms up.
place but had to settle for third
Sponsors of the walkers-joggers
when she lost a playoff to Anne
included longwood faculty and
Bierman of William & Mary.
administrators.
students,
Other
Longwood
scores
parents, friends and Farmville
included:
Sue
Morgan
area residents.
(Massapequa Park, NY) 82-84-86Dr. Elisabeth Flynn of the
252 (8th). Emily Fletcher (Prince
tengwood Art Department was
Ixmgwood's soccer team beat
George) 81-88-87-256, Pam Othen
ihetop walker in the event with 12
regional power Randolph-Macon
(Ann Arbor, MI) 86-79-91-256,
laps completed. Top female
3-1 and gained a 2-2 tie with
Sharon Gilmore i Patchogue,
runners
were athletes Mary
Virginia Wesleyan in overtime
NY) 92-88-92-272, Cheryl Dufort
Milne and Cheryl Dufort,
last week to retain an unbeaten
(Walerford. NY) 91-89-93-273 and
Longwood women's tennis coach
string that now measures seven
Donna Turner i Chapel Hill, NC)
Carrol Bruce and lancer Club
games. The Lancers, 9-3-3, have a
98-96-96-290.
Board member Kitty Hubbard.
shot at making the NCAA
This week tengwood takes part
all
of whom completed 22 laps
Division II Playoffs for the first
in the Tar Heel Invitational
The top male runner was David
lime in their five-year soccer
Friday, Saturday and Sunday in
Jones, a Longwood faculty
history.
Chapel Hill.
Longwood has not lost a soccer
W hitt'» irel l>\ Itlur* I UK-lot)
game since September 30 when
I.ynchburg won a 3-2 decision.
Long wood's sophomore McCroey with 23 points, Ron Orr
The l^ancers have five wins and
sensation Jerome I THE COBRA I 27 points, 11 rebounds and Rand)
two ties since that defeat while
Kersey
poured in 40 points and Johnson 25 points and 10
outscoring the opposition 27-6.
snared 14 rebounds to lead a rebounds, paced the White team
With three home games
furious second half comeback for to victory. Walter Taylor scored
remaining on the schedule,
\
the Blues, but balanced scoring 18 for the victorious team.
Averett (Oct. 26), Cabrini (Oct.
Steve McGurl salvaged a tie from four White team players
Longwood coach Cal Luther30) and arch-rival Hampdenfor Longwood.
helped hold off the rally in a 108- said he was pleased with the pla)
Sydney (Nov. 3), the lancers are
in contention for a playoff spot.
first win ever over Division II foe 106 White victory in the I oncers of the returning starters from
Junior All-America candidate
Randolph-Macon. Coach Rich fourth Blue-White inter-squad lasi season's 19-9 squad.
"I was pleased with the
(Jus I^eal scored three goals last
Posipanko called the Tuesday scrimmage Saturday afternoon
response of the fans and how well
week to push his season total to 17
victory tengwood's biggest ever. in tencer Hall.
Kersey,
who
averaged
17
points
we shot the ball, but we still have
and break the school record for
Friday night heroics by back
goals in a season (16) which he Steve McGurl enabled tengwood and nine rebounds for longwood a long way to go in certain
set a year ago. I^eal now has 35
to gain an overtime tie with tough a year ago, hit 17 of 22 shots from areas," he said. "Rand)
career goals. In addition, he
Virginia Wesleyan. McGurl the floor and added eight steals i Johnson) showed me some
leads the team in assists with
scored with 34 seconds left in the for the contest. He helped the things I hadn't seen from him in
second overtime to tie the score 2- Blues rally from a 63-48 first half practice and Walter i Taylor i
seven.
Two goals from teal and one 2. teal, who scored in the second deficit. For the Blues, Joe Eternal proved that he could be B
from Steve Kern Plus an
half on an assist from Tim added 22 points and nine assists, valuable asset to the team."
longwood opens its season
outstanding performance by
Brennan to send the game into John Weber 18 points and Mitch
Walker
14
points.
November
21 al West Virginia
overtime, assisted on McGurl's
freshman goalie Brian Sprinkle
The big three of guard Mike Tech.
helped the Lancers gain their score.

Booters Continue Unbeaten String;
\\vw\ Macon 3-1, Tie Va. Vieslevan

member in the Therapeutic
Recreation Department, who
completed 26 laps. I.ancer
wrestler Edward Belznel was a
close second with 25 laps.
The individual leaders in terms
of pledges acquired are Dr.
Barbara Smith, Longwood
women's golf coach, and field
hocke)
player
Emmie
Butterworth. On a team basis tin
women golfers are running ahead
m money pledged with field
hockey-lacrosse in second place
Prizes, donated by local
merchants, were given 10 the lop
walkers-joggers. Donating prizes
were: Perini Pizza, Baldwins.
Martin The Jeweler, Panels and
Smiity Brothers Electric Co.
Monies raised from the walkjog-a-ihon, with the exception ol
less than one per ceni of the lotal
which was restricted by sport,
will be used for athletic
scholarships.

ram in

State Tournej

Longwood's held hocke) team,
6-9-1 overall, will play in the
VAIAW Division 1 field hocke)
tournament Friday al .lames
Madison after a Tuesdaj trip to
Blacksburg to take on Virginia
Tech.

Longwood, which blanked \ CU
5-0 Thursday before falling Io
Duke 2-1 on penally flu ks
Salurda). will play the winner ol
Tuesday's
game
between
Virginia and William & Mary al
12:00 Friday in first round action.
James Madison will plav l he
loser ol Tuesday's battle in the
first game al 10:00.

"I'm pleased With llie wa>
we've been playing recently,'
said Harris. "We're playing with
a new system and n has worked
well. We have tightened up our
defense and are also getting more
scoring opportunities
Harris praised senior captain
Mary King I Virginia Beach i,
freshmen Emmie Butterworth
i Richmond) and Robyn Grindle
(Annandale) and junior Cherie
Sl evens i Alexandria i lor I heir
contributions on offense King is
Longwood's lop scorer with 12
goals while Grindle has lour and
Stevens 2. Junior Betty Stanley
i Alexandria I. who has 3 goals, is
playing a new position, according
to Harris. Junior Bett) Jo Casey
(Annandale) also has two goals
On defense junior Janet teng
i Alexandria i lias been a very
dependable performer.
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• CRAFT SUPPLIES • CERAMICS • YARNS
• COUNTED CROSS-STITCH MATERIAL
CM
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COMPLETE LINE OF DMC FLOSS
FREE work shops are now being planned for Christmas wreaths
and ribbon ornaments. The only cost is for supplies.

**■
«r

REG. CHEESE PIZZA $3.40
ONE (1) TOPPING S3.80

LG. CHEESE PIZZA $4.50
ONE (1) TOPPING $5 00

If interested, please stop in to register.

OPEN Mon.-Thur. Til 10 PM; Fri. & Sat
104 HIGH STREET 392 5865

OPEN
Mon., Tu«s.. W»d. and Prl. 9-3
Thun. 9-9 til Christmas; Sat. 9-4

ZS - 5 5
« ID
Q
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PHONE 393-4812

- NOW OPEN SUNDAYS 4 TIL 9 -

119 W. THIRD ST.

'FOR THE
WOMAN
WHO CARES
WHAT
SHE WEARS"

THE HAIR
HUT
Located In
MERLE NORMAN STUDIO
ell
e2I

233 M. Main St., Formville, Vn.
392-6343
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2
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WE WILL GLADLY ARRANGE

FASHIONABLE STYLES FOR
MEN AND WOMEN
AT REASONABLE PRICES

2*

FOR EYE REFRACTIONS
AND CONTACT LENS
EXAMINATIONS

ALWAYS 'FIRST IN FASHION"

APtOIMTMIMT MOT ALWAYS NECESSARY

FARMVILLE VISION CENTER
COLLEGE PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER
(804) 392-8408

We also carry a fine line of cosmetics

COME IN FOR YOUR FREE MAKE OVER
EL!
■ el

CALL FOR AN APPOINTMENT
OPEN MONDAY-SATURDAY 9:00-5:00

■i. IS
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Til Midnight

NEW!

WALLACE

Candle
Decoration

22S

SILVGR

Bells

$1.00
OFF
Reg. $2.95 Each
with AD only $1.95
oo

<00

c*4

iiii

STAMP-A-CARD
FOR CHRISTMAS

* » o «

Made to order RUBBER STAMPS plus
over 100 Novelty Deiigm available.

o
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A lovely holiday
present for your
house or
'
to give
Vf
another
***-

JSEQ

£^<o

Cell or Mail your order now or send
o itlf eddrtnod itompod envelope
for ■ copy of tho Chriitmoi detions.

3924293
SJG ENTERPRISES
P.O. Box 189 Formville, Va.

Mistletoe
Decoration

Chime
Decoration

COLLEGE PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER
FARMVILLE, VA. 23901

IMP SHOPPE

3::::,

UNIQUE GIFTS AND CARDS
FEATURING:
PEWTER FIGURINES-STUFFED ANIMALS-GARFIELD ORNAMENTS

Green Holly
Decoration
Red Poinsettia
Decoration

Gift-boxed, $18.95

FREE GIFT MAPPING

MARTIN
THE JEWELER
123 N. Main St.
FomivHt, Vs.

392*33*

EACH

